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How to wear your denim skirt this autumn like a stylist
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It's the 90's staple that made its way out of wardrobes when the Spice Girls fizzled out

and discman's became iPods. This autumn sees the return of the denim skirt and we

couldn’t be happier! Why would we be excited to add the bulky, shapeless piece back

into our lives you ask? Well, the modernised denim skirt now comes in so many

different cuts and designs that there is a definintely a number to flatter any and every

figure. Read on my loves, so you can easily wear the denim skirt like a fashion blogger

or stylist during the cooler months.
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Don't fret 
First thing's first. Remember that the denim skirt is just as versatile as a pair of

skinny jeans (/fashion-tips/how-to-dress-up-denim-fashion-weekly.html?

highlight=WyJkZW5pbSJd), basically - anything goes!
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Make a statement 
Let the skirt be the statement piece of your outfit. Let your vintage, high-rise mini

shine by complementing it with miminalistic touches. Try a wardrobe basic, like a

crisp button-down shirt, with some strappy sandals or your favourite espadrilles.
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Keep it simple 

Your denim mini or midi invites you to look effortlessly stylish. Wear it with a darker

toned, loose tee, a knitted cardigan and a pair of ankle boots.
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Dress it up 

Heading out for a casual but romantic night in the city during the cooler months? Try

a Selena inspired look with an A-line skirt, lace up bodysuit, blazer and thigh high

boots.
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Get layered 
As winter starts to creep in, layer up with a streamline denim midi. Add a turtle neck
sweater, a timeless, camel coat and complete the look with a pair of pointed flats or
classic nude pumps.

Words: Taylah  Scanlon
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